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Smartphone app developers often access and use privacy-sensitive data to create apps with rich and meaningful interactions.
However, it can be challenging for auditors and end-users to know what granularity of data is being used and how, thereby
hindering assessment of potential risks. Furthermore, developers lack easy ways of offering transparency to users regarding
how personal data is processed, even if their intentions are to make their apps more privacy friendly. To address these
challenges, we introduce PrivacyStreams, a functional programming model for accessing and processing personal data as a
stream. PrivacyStreams is designed to make it easy for developers to make use of personal data while simultaneously making
it easier to analyze how that personal data is processed and what granularity of data is actually used. We present the design
and implementation of PrivacyStreams, as well as several user studies and experiments to demonstrate its usability, utility,
and support for privacy.
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INTRODUCTION

Developers often access and use a great deal of personal data about users on their smartphones to create apps
with rich and meaningful interactions. This personal data is comprised of both sensor data as well as log data,
and includes where we go (GPS locations), what we see (photos, videos), who we know (contact list) and talk to
(SMS logs, call logs), what we are interested in (search history, browser history), and more.
Apps might use personal data at different granularities, depending on the goals of the app. For example, an app
might need location data at the city level just once an hour, or as continuous exact coordinates. Similarly, an app
might use the microphone to record full-fidelity raw audio, or simply check the sound level of the surroundings.
The granularity of this personal data is one important dimension in influencing perceptions of privacy.
In this paper, we focus on three related challenges for personal data. First, it is challenging for auditors1 and
end-users to understand what granularity of personal data is used in an app. Second, there is no easy-to-use
method for well intentioned app developers to expose such fine-grained information. Third, it is difficult for
developers to make use of personal data, due to different kinds of APIs and data structures.
Disclosing the granularity of data used in an app without the app developer’s help is challenging. Existing
systems (such as Android and iOS) provide an all-or-nothing permission mechanism, describing whether a type
of raw data can be accessed but not its granularity. It is also hard to analyze the code making use of personal
data, since the relevant code can be spread out across multiple classes and methods and have semantics that are
hard to analyze. As a result, it is very hard to analyze the granularity of data using state-of-the-art code analysis
techniques [3, 22].
Letting app developers actively expose the granularity information is also difficult. Existing methods such as
asking developers to provide a privacy policy often require extra efforts from developers and still suffers from
inaccuracy [44]. Furthermore, developers might not have a strong incentive to put effort into it, as exposing the
granularity information does not always provide direct benefits.
We take a holistic approach to address the above challenges. Our framework, called PrivacyStreams, is intended
to help developers become more efficient in making use of personal data, while also making it easier to analyze
how the data is processed and what granularity of data is actually used. PrivacyStreams offers a simple and
uniform functional programming model for accessing and processing many kinds of personal data available on
smartphones. Developers can request, process, and take action on personal data by setting up a single chain of
code, thus centralizing data processing steps in a single location. PrivacyStreams also offers a set of commonly
used and well-defined operators to make it easier for developers, which also makes it easier for us to analyze the
semantics of the code.
For example, a sleep monitor can access microphone loudness with PrivacyStreams on Android as follows
(where UQI stands for Uniform Query Interface, our API for requesting personal data):
1
2
3

UQI . getData ( Audio . recordPeriodic (10*1000 , 2*60*1000) , Purpose . HEALTH ( " monitoring sleep " ) )
// Record a 10 - second audio periodically with a 2 - minute interval .
. setField ( " loudness " , calcLoudness ( Audio . AUDIO_DATA ) ) // calculate loudness .
. onChange ( " loudness " , callback ) // callback with loudness value when the loudness changes .

The above code will access the raw audio every two minutes for 10 seconds, transform it into loudness using a
built-in operator for calculating loudness for audio, and then return the result via a callback. Developers only
need to care about the logic and operations over raw audio data instead of the actual technical details on how
they are calculated. Note that due to how the chain of code is setup, the developer does not actually ever see the
raw audio, but rather just the final processed result. Meanwhile, auditors and end-users can use other tools we
1 Here

we use auditors to represent third-party stakeholders such as app markets, smartphone makers, or government agencies, who are
interested in auditing what kinds of sensitive information are accessed by each app and how they are used.
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have developed to analyze that this app uses microphone to get loudness every two minutes. The developer can
also specify a purpose that can serve as a hint to auditors, end-users, and any generated privacy displays.
The design of PrivacyStreams is inspired by popular functional programming frameworks [14, 47, 57] and
uses best practices on API design [7]. We borrow the idea of pipelines from stream processing models. In
PrivacyStreams, a pipeline is a sequence of three types of functions, including a Provider, a list of Transformations
and an Action. The Provider gets raw data from data sources (such as sensors, databases, etc.) and converts it
to a standard-format stream. The Transformations define the operations over the stream, such as filter, map,
group, etc. Finally, the Action is used to output the stream to the app requesting it, for example, collecting the
items to a list, notifying the app with a callback, or calculating a statistic over the data. The Transformations can
complete various types of operations by passing different operators as parameters. The operators are crafted
based on common personal data use cases in popular apps, including common operators (such as eq, add, count,
etc.) and domain-specific operators (such as calcLoudness for audios, inArea for locations, getMetadata for
images, etc.). There are also several privacy-related operators (such as hash for text, round for numbers, and
blur for photos) for developers to integrate privacy-preserving features into their code.
This kind of stream processing programming model also makes compiled apps easier to analyze. First, the
functional programming model centralizes the data processing steps to a single method (even a single line of
code), eliminating a lot of external states. Thus, the analyzer only needs to deal with the data flow inside each
method body separately, instead of the data flow across multiple methods and threads. Second, as each data
processing step is defined by built-in operators that have known semantics, it is possible to understand how one’s
personal data is processed step by step. We introduce a data structure, PrivacyStream data flow graph (DFG) to
describe the personal data processing steps implemented with PrivacyStreams, as well as an algorithm to extract
PrivacyStream DFGs from an app.
We have implemented PrivacyStreams for Android. The implementation includes a library and a static analyzer
for determining how personal data is processed by an app and at what granularities. Developers can import the
library to their apps to use the PrivacyStreams APIs to access and process personal data. Auditors and app stores
can use the static analyzer to extract detailed steps of personal data processing from the apps developed with
PrivacyStreams. As a result, they can provide useful and accurate descriptions for end-users to help them better
understand the privacy sensitivity of mobile apps.
To evaluate PrivacyStreams, we conducted an in-lab user study and a free-form field study to demonstrate its
utility and usability to developers. Our results show that developers can understand how to use PrivacyStreams
quickly and complete programming tasks efficiently and correctly with PrivacyStreams. Based on experiments
performed on five apps developed with PrivacyStreams in the field study, our code analyzer can extract detailed
steps of personal data processing accurately and quickly (less than 15 seconds per app). We also show the
feasibility of generating a privacy description from this analysis through a proof-of-concept description generator
on the five apps developed with PrivacyStreams.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We study around 100 popular apps from the Google Play store as well as research papers related to personal
data, summarizing common use cases of personal data. We show a range of how personal data is used at
different granularities in different apps, and motivate how many apps do not need full access to the raw
data. These findings demonstrate the need for PrivacyStreams and informed our API design.
• We introduce PrivacyStreams, a framework that provides a functional programming model and a set of
uniform APIs for accessing and processing personal data in mobile apps. Using PrivacyStreams to access
and process personal data can make it easier to analyze detailed steps of data processing while easing app
developers’ programming efforts.
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• We implement PrivacyStreams in Android as a library. The library is open-sourced for other app developers
to use. We also provide a static analyzer for extracting the data processing steps in Android apps developed
with PrivacyStreams, which can be used to generate useful privacy descriptions for end-users.
• We demonstrate the functionality and usability of PrivacyStreams through user studies and show its support
for privacy by running static analysis on apps developed with PrivacyStreams.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Personal Data & Apps Using Personal Data
The definition of what constitutes personal data varies based on context. For example, from the perspective of
privacy laws, personal data is similar to Personally Identifiable Information (PII), which is information that can
be used on its own or with other information to identify, contact, or locate a single individual. In mobile health
research, the term “small data” is used to refer to the data derived from people’s individual digital traces [18]. In
the context of this paper, “personal data” refers to any programmatically-available data that describes a person,
such as the person’s behavior (app events, search history, etc.), content (files, photos, etc.) and context (location,
device status, etc.).
On smartphones, many types of personal data items can be accessed using standard APIs. For example, Android
apps are able to access users’ call logs, SMS messages, photos, and locations using the Android SDK. Similar
APIs exist on iOS. The ability to access personal data enables intelligent features in apps, such as location-based
services and context-based behaviors. Researchers have proposed even more advanced use cases and applications,
such as using smartphone data to infer social relationships [36, 50] and analyzing large-scale personal data to
model the crowd [10, 42].
The popularity of personal data-based apps also leads to significant privacy concerns. For example, many
malicious Android apps are stealing users’ private information from smartphones [58], and many seemingly
innocuous apps have been shown to frequently access personal data often unknown to the user [1, 54, 56].
Personal data leakage and misuse may harm users financially, socially, or even physically [58].

2.2

Personal Data Access Control

Popular mobile platforms such as iOS and Android adopt a permission-based access control mechanism to protect
personal data. If an app wants to access a certain type of personal data, it must request a permission, while the end
user may decide whether to grant the permission. Typically, once the user grants the permission, that app gets
complete access to the raw data. For example, if an Android app is given the LOCATION permission, it can access
users’ location coordinates with the getLastKnownLocation method or requestLocationUpdates method. If
an app obtains the MICROPHONE permission, it can record audio from microphone using MediaRecorder APIs.
In order to make informed decisions, it is helpful for users to understand what granularity of data is being
requested by an app. For example, a user will likely be less concerned if a sleep monitoring app accesses
microphone loudness, as compared to the app accessing full-fidelity raw audio data. Similarly, users are likely to
be less concerned about granting their city-level location to a weather app, instead of their exact location, which
might lead to their detailed movements being tracked. In other words, the granularity and the purpose of private
data accesses are important dimensions in determining how comfortable users are with the app behavior, as well
as influencing the decision to install the app in the first place.

3

PERSONAL DATA GRANULARITY IN REAL APPS

We examined several real apps to understand common use cases in popular apps, as well as to motivate the
potential benefit of a framework like PrivacyStreams. The apps we investigated include 99 popular apps from
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Table 1. The granularities of personal data needed in popular market apps and research papers. Each column represents a
type of granularities over personal data. We considered two types of granularity (how often/much and what form) and
two levels of granularities (fine and coarse) for each type. The “#apps” column is the number of market apps belonging to
that granularity level, and the “research apps” column is the references to the research papers belonging to that level. As can
be observed, a lot of apps do not need the finest granularities of data. For each level of data, we highlight some typical usage
patterns and operations. Note that the granularity levels were determined based on what the apps need for their features,
instead of what the apps actually access. In summary, most apps do not need the fine-grained raw data, and there are several
common usage patterns and operations to get the coarse-grained data.

Data type
(#apps)
Location
(68/99)

How often/much
granularity
#apps research apps
fine
3 [6, 15, 31, 38, 42,
- continuous tracking
45, 52, 53]
coarse
65 [10, 25]
- occasional access
- user-driven access

Microphone fine
- continuous recording
(23/99)
coarse
- periodic sampling
- user-driven recording

Contacts
(54/99)

Messages
(17/99)

File
(89/99)

Overall
#cases: 251

0

[52, 53]

23

[9, 10, 15, 35]

fine
- all contacts
coarse
- recent called contacts
- contacts with emails

19

[4, 36]

35

[31]

fine
- all messages
coarse
- recent messages
- sent messages
- incoming messages
- from a certain address
fine
- all files
coarse
- only images
- files under a dir

9

[33, 36]

8

[4, 25, 27, 31, 38]

4

[21]

fine
coarse

85

13.9%
86.1%

[45, 49]

What form
granularity
#apps research apps
fine
3 [15, 25, 45, 52,
- precise coordinates
53]
coarse
65 [6, 10, 31, 38, 42]
- coarse location
- speed, bearing, etc.
- distance to a place
- semantic location
fine
21
- raw audio
2 [9, 10, 15, 35, 42,
coarse
52, 53]
- loudness
- whether is talking
- amplitude samples
- text from speech
fine
20 [4, 31, 36]
- contact details
coarse
34
- only phones / emails
- hashed phone number
- elided phone number
fine
4 [25]
- message details
coarse
13 [4, 27, 31, 33, 36,
- only the contact info
38]
- obfuscated messages
- message length
- message count
fine
85 [21]
- raw file content
coarse
4 [45, 49]
- file type/size
- image metadata
- blurred image
fine
53.0%
coarse
47.0%
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Google Play (we chose the top 3 free apps in each of the 33 categories) and 20 apps described in recent research
papers (the papers are selected primarily from conferences such as UbiComp and CHI).
We considered five types of personal data and two kinds of granularities in our analysis, as shown in Table 1.
For each app, we summarize its main features by testing the app and/or reading the descriptions (papers) in order
to decide what granularity of data is needed by the app. Note that we are interested in understanding the range
of data granularities that a framework needs to support rather than a detailed analysis of the behavior of apps.
Our goal is not to give a complete or detailed taxonomy of data granularities. Instead, we summarize two
typical kinds of granularities: how often/much and in what form. The first type of granularity is based on the
volume of data, i.e. how often the data is accessed or how much data the app needs. The intuition is that higher
quantities of data may lead to higher privacy concerns. For example, an app reading all text messages is much
more sensitive than one that only reads messages from one specific address. The second type of granularity is
based on the form or level of data needed. In many cases, abstractions can be less sensitive than the raw data. For
example, it is likely that people will be more willing to share their “city” location rather than their “exact” location.
We also summarized several common usage patterns for different granularity levels. For example, microphone
loudness is a commonly-used abstraction, as is filtering files by specific file types. These usage patterns guided
the design of our framework.
Based on the study of personal data use cases in real apps, we make the following key observations:
• Apps’ privacy sensitivity can be differentiated based on the data granularity, such as how much, how often,
what form of personal data is accessed;
• Most apps do not need full access to raw data for their core functionality, implying that it is possible to
reduce the granularity at which they access private data about the user, thereby reducing privacy concerns;
• There are some common operations used by apps to filter and process personal data, which downgrade the
granularities of data being accessed in the apps.
These findings demonstrate the need for a framework that can disclose the granularity of data being accessed in
an app, while the common operations and usage patterns suggest the range of operators that the framework
should support.

4

PRIVACYSTREAMS OVERVIEW

We propose PrivacyStreams, a programming framework to make it easier for app developers to access and
process personal data, while automatically exposing the detailed steps of data processing, thus enabling greater
transparency to users about an app’s behaviors. In doing so, PrivacyStreams aims to address key limitations of
current mobile platform APIs which provide little transparency into what granularities of data is actually used in
an app. The key idea of PrivacyStreams is to centralize the steps of user data access and processing with a uniform
functional programming model and offer a set of built-in operators to customize each step. The centralized steps can
make it easier for code analysis, especially since each step is based on built-in operators with relatively simple
semantics. Meanwhile, the uniform APIs and rich set of operators can ease developers’ programming efforts. Our
goal is to support well intentioned app developers, who do not hide app behaviors purposefully and who also
want to streamline their development processes.
We illustrate the workflow of PrivacyStreams with a running example (as described in Section 4.1) throughout
this section. Section 4.2 describes the architecture of the programming framework, and Section 4.3 talks about
how to analyze data processing steps from an app developed with PrivacyStreams.

4.1

A Running Example

Suppose we want to develop an app that uses call log data to infer a user’s relationships with others [36, 50]. The
app’s personal data-related behavior is described as follows:
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Sensor

Raw data
System

Convert raw data to
structured stream.

Action

Transformations

Stream

Transform the stream,
eg. filter, limit, map,
group, sort, …
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Stream Output the stream as
callback, statistics,
list, …

Result

App

Database
Web
service

Common Utilities

Location Package

……
Comparisons: eq, gt, lte, …
Arithmetic: add, div, mod, …
Statistics: max, sum, mean, …

asUpdates, asLastKnown,
asHistory, inArea, inBox, asCity,
obfuscate, …

Audio

Image

Package

Package

IO

……

Package

PrivacyStreams

Fig. 1. Overview of PrivacyStreams framework. PrivacyStreams acts as a bridge between the raw data and the result delivered
to the app. There are three types of basic functions in PrivacyStreams: Provider converts the raw data to a structured stream,
Transformation transforms the streams based on many built-in operators, and Action outputs the stream to the app.

Task: Get the user’s call logs during the past year. For each contacted phone number, calculate the
total number of phone calls and total duration of phone calls with that particular contact.
Implementing this task with the existing Android standard APIs may involve writing substantial code and use
of data structures. Developers need to get raw call logs using a SQL-style API and manually filter and process
them. As this task might be resource and time-consuming, developers will typically need to use multiple threads
to avoid blocking the user interface. If the app is supposed to run on devices above Android 6.0, they also need to
handle runtime permissions. Lots of external states and multiple functions make it hard to analyze with respect
to overall behavior, specifically, what granularity of call log data is actually accessed. However, all these tasks
can be easily implemented using PrivacyStreams with a few lines of Java code:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

UQI . getData ( Call . getLogs () , Purpose . SOCIAL ( " inferring relationships with others . " ) )
. filter ( recent ( Call . TIMESTAMP , 365*24*60*60*1000 L ) ) // keep the calls in the recent year
. groupBy ( Call . CONTACT ) // group by the contact field
. setGroupField ( " # calls " , count () ) ) // count the number of grouped items
. setGroupField ( " Dur . calls " , sum ( Call . DURATION ) ) ) // calculate the sum of durations
. setField ( " hashed_phone " , hash ( Call . CONTACT ) ) ) ) // hash the phone number
. project ( " hashed_phone " , " # calls " , " Dur . calls " ) // only keep three fields
. forEach ( callback ) // callback for each item , i . e . for each contact

Code 1. Using PrivacyStreams to collect the number of calls and total duration of calls for each phone number.

This code will output the number of calls and total duration of calls for each contact with the hashed phone
number in a callback, which is the only channel for the data flowing into the app. Meanwhile, each step of data
processing can easily be exposed to end-users. We explain the details of each step in the following sections, which
will also serve to describe how PrivacyStreams is designed.

4.2

PrivacyStream Pipeline

In PrivacyStreams, the steps of personal data processing are organized as a pipeline. The pipeline model describes
the operations taken along the information flow from the raw data (the raw values directly produced by data
sources) to the abstract data (the results delivered to the app). While developers set up the pipeline, they can only
see the final results rather than the intermediate results.
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As shown in Figure 1, a PrivacyStream pipeline is a sequence of three types of functions: a data providing
function (i.e. Provider), a list of transformation functions (i.e. Transformations) and a data output function (i.e.
Action). First, the Provider gets raw data from the data source and converts it to a stream in a standard format.
Then the stream is processed with several Transformation functions. Each Transformation takes a stream as input
and produces another stream as output. Finally, the stream is output by an Action function into the result needed
by the app. A pipeline describes a single path from the data source to the results, thus it does not support multiple
data sources (such as sensor fusion). However, a single-path pipeline can describe the majority of personal data
use cases in market apps (as described in Section 3).
The architecture of PrivacyStreams is inspired by popular functional stream processing frameworks such as
Spark Streaming [57] and Java 8 Streams [47]. The centralized code structure in the functional programming
model is one of the main features we adopted when designing PrivacyStreams. The major difference between
PrivacyStreams and existing functional programming frameworks is that PrivacyStreams is tailored for personal
data, in terms of data sources and operations.
Different types of data may adopt different APIs and formats, and Providers convert them to a uniform format
and provide a uniform API. The uniform data format is a stream of items, and each item is a Map with just one
level of key-value pairs. The initial keys (i.e. fields) for each type of data are selected based on common use cases.
For example, a location provider (Geolocation.asU pdates()) gets the raw location data from GPS and converts it
to a stream of location items. Each location item has the same set of fields, including COORDINATES, TIMESTAMP,
ACCURACY, etc. A call log provider (Call .дetLoдs()) gets raw call log from the database and converts it to a stream
of call log items. Each item contains fields like TIMESTAMP, CONTACT, DURATION, etc. The initial fields for each
type of data can be found in our API documentation [39]. With the uniform data format, developers can access
and process different types of data using the same set of APIs.
The Transformation functions define the operations over the streams. Like other stream processing frameworks
[47, 57], PrivacyStreams provides common transformation functions like filter, map, group, etc. For example,
the filter function checks all the items in a stream and only keeps the ones that fulfill a condition. The map
function converts each item in a stream to a new item with a one-to-one mapping function. The group function
groups a set of items together to form a new item. An app can use filter to include or exclude the locations in
a geofence, use map to covert the coordinates to the neighborhood name, or use group to cluster the locations
every certain period of time. Note that a data processing pipeline may contain multiple Transformations chained
together one after the other.
We craft many built-in operators based on common use cases shown in Section 3. The Transformations can
behave differently by using different operators as the parameters. For example, the filter Transformation uses a
predicate operator to decide whether to keep an item, while the map Transformation uses a item-to-item operator
to convert each item in the stream. The operators include both common operators and domain-specific operators.
Common operators are generic for all types of data, such as logical operators (and, or, etc.), comparators (eq,
gt, etc.) and arithmetic operators (add, multiply, etc.). Domain-specific operators are specific for certain types
of data (such as location and audio) or certain types of operations (such as I/O and machine learning). Since
each built-in operator has easy-to-extract semantics, the pipeline using them can be expressed transparently to
end-users.
Finally, an Action function is used to output the stream as the result needed by the app. Common Actions
include collecting the items into a list, calculating a statistic of the data, sending the data over network, notifying
the app with callbacks, etc. For example, an app can use the asList Action to collect the items as a list. It can
also use a forEach Action to get callbacks for each item. An Action ends the pipeline, and the information flow
after an Action is no longer under the control of PrivacyStreams.
The data processing pipeline corresponding to Code 1 is illustrated in Figure 2. Line 1 in the code gets a stream
of call log items from Call .дetLoдs() (the Provider). Line 2 to line 7 transform the stream with someTransformations,
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Examples of data going through the pipeline

L1: UQI.getData(Call.asLogs(), purpose)

L2:

.filter(recent(“time”, 365d))

L3:

.groupBy(“contact”)

L4:
L5:

.setGroupField("#calls", count())
.setGroupField(“Dur.calls”, sum(“duration”))

L6:

L7:

L8:

<RAW DATA>
contact: 12345
time: 2016-12-01
type: incoming
duration: 10s

contact: 12345
time: 2016-05-04
type: outgoing
duration: 120s

contact: 67890
time: 2016-01-01
type: incoming
duration: 10s

contact: 12345
time: 2016-12-01
type: incoming
duration: 10s

contact: 12345
time: 2016-05-04
type: outgoing
duration: 120s

contact: 67890
time: 2016-01-01
type: incoming
duration: 10s

contact: 12345
grouped_items: …
contact: 12345
grouped_items: …
#calls: 2
Dur.calls: 130s

.setField(“hashed_phone”, hash(“contact”))

.project(“hashed_phone”,"#calls”,“Dur.calls”)

.forEach(callback)

76:9

…

…

contact: 67890
grouped_items: …
contact: 67890
grouped_items: …
#calls: 1
Dur.calls: 10s

contact: 12345
grouped_items: … …
#calls: 2
Dur.calls: 130s
hashed_phone: …4e7b

contact: 67890
grouped_items: …
#calls: 1
Dur.calls: 10s
hashed_phone: …40fa

hashed_phone: …4e7b
#calls: 2
Dur. calls: 130s

hashed_phone: …40fa
#calls: 1
Dur. calls: 10s

callback( … )

contact: 67890
time: 2015-01-01
type: missed
duration: 0

callback( … )

Fig. 2. A demonstration of the personal data processing pipeline described in the running example. The actual example code
is shown on the left (Code 1), while the data being processed through the pipeline is illustrated on the right. Note, we have
simplified some field names and used dummy values for contacts.

including using a f ilter function to keep the logs in recent 365 days (L2), grouping the logs with same phone
number together (L3), setting a new field named “#calls” for each group item as the total number of grouped call
logs (L4), setting another new field named “Dur.calls” for each group as the total duration of grouped call logs (L5),
computing hash of the CONTACT field for each group and put the hashed value to a new field “hashed_phone”
(L6), and keeping the hashed phone number, the number of calls and the total duration of calls (L7). Finally, Line
8 output the result with an Action - f or Each(), which passes each item to the app as a callback.
As can be seen from Figure 2, the granularity of the personal data, and consequently its sensitivity from a
privacy perspective decreases as it goes through the PrivacyStream pipeline. Initially, the highly sensitive raw
data is accessed and is also the most difficult for developers to use. The Provider makes the data simpler for
processing while the data remains as sensitive as the raw data. Transformations and Action reduce the data
sensitivity by abstracting and excluding some information from the stream. Finally, the pipeline produces an
abstract result, which is less privacy sensitive and easier for the app to use than the raw data.
Describing the granularity at which an app accesses data becomes easier as the number of operations that
are implemented using PrivacyStreams is increased. While not every app will be able to implement their entire
pipeline using PrivacyStreams, they can still achieve transparency to a certain extent by implementing part of
the pipeline with PrivacyStreams.
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Call.TIME

Call.getLogs

Purpose

getData

Example info flow:

365 days

Call.CONTACT

recent

“hashed_phone”

filter

……

keep the recent-called
initial field: CONTACT
(phone numbers)

hash

“#calls”
“hashed_phone”

setField

…

“Dur.calls”

project
exclude

hash

include

callback

X
output as callback

new field: “hashed_phone”

Fig. 3. The PrivacyStream data flow graph (DFG) corresponding to Code 1 and an example information flow in the DFG. Each
node in the DFG on the horizontal path represents a data processing operation. The PrivacyStream DFG is a data structure
to help understand how personal data is processed and what granularity of data is produced.

4.3

PrivacyStream Data Flow Graph

As the code written with PrivacyStreams is centralized and based on a common set of APIs, it becomes easier to
analyze the detailed steps of data processing in PrivacyStreams compared to using the standard Android APIs.
We introduce a data structure called PrivacyStream data flow graph (DFG) to represent the data processing steps:
Definition 1. A PrivacyStream DFG is directed graph G = ⟨N , E⟩, which represents the steps of data processing
in PrivacyStreams. Each node n ∈ N is an operation represented as a tree, where the parents are function names and
the children are parameters. Each edge e ∈ E means the information flows between the operation in source node to
the operation in target node.
The purpose of PrivacyStream DFG is to describe how personal data is processed step by step. Each node
represents a step, and the step has easy-to-extract semantics. Specifically, the first node describes what data items
are accessed and what initial fields each item has (based on the Provider’s definition), the intermediate nodes
describe how each field is filtered and transformed (based on the Transformations’ meaning), and the last node
describes what fields are passed to the app and how (based on the Actions’ meaning). Based on a DFG and the
semantics of each function in the DFG, we are able to know the information flow between fields and the meaning
of each operation along the flow.
For example, Figure 3 shows the PrivacyStream DFG of the running example. Let’s consider the information
flow of phone numbers in the DFG. The first node indicates that call log is accessed and the phone number is one
of the initial fields. The second node (filter) means that only the phone numbers contacted in recent 365 days
are kept. After several steps, the setField node creates a new field “hashed_phone” whose values are hashed
from the original phone numbers. The project node means only the hashed phone numbers are included while
the original phone numbers are excluded. Finally, the callback node means the hashed phone numbers are
outputted as callbacks. Combining above steps together, we are able to know that the app gets the hash value of
the phone numbers contacted in recent 365 days.
Extracting a PrivacyStream DFG from a program using static analysis involves the following basic steps:
(1) Locate the invocation to the UQI.getData() function by scanning the code. If found, create a PrivacyStream
DFG with a single node N 0 . The output of N 0 , i.e. the return value of UQI.getData(), is a stream instance
S0;
(2) Find where S 0 is used as the base parameter of a function, which should be either a Transformation or an
Action. If found, denote the function as N 1 and create an edge E 1 from N 0 to N 1 ;
(3) If the function (N 1 ) found in step 2 is a Transformation, then denote the return value (which is a stream
instance) as S 1 and repeat step 2 for S 1 . Else (the function is an Action or the function is not found) it means
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the stream is outputted. After this step, the nodes and edges in PrivacyStream DFG (e.g. the horizontal
path in Figure 3) are found;
(4) Recursively backtrace the definitions of the parameters of pipeline functions (N 0 , N 1 , ...). That is, if the
parameter is a constant value (e.g. “hashed_phone”), simply add the value to the node tree. If the function
parameter is an operator (e.g. hash()), add the operator to the tree and continue tracing the parameters of
the operator. After this step, the parameter tree for each node is constructed, thus the PrivacyStream DFG
is fully extracted.
The algorithm described above is fast and accurate. Because the programming model of PrivacyStreams
centralizes the pipeline to a single method, the analyzer only needs to consider the control flow inside a method
body (intra-procedural analysis). Meanwhile, PrivacyStreams reduces external states by offering built-in common
operators, thus the DFG extracted within a method body can precisely describe the whole data processing
steps. However, if a novice or careless developer separates the pipeline into different methods, our analyzer
will only extract the steps in the method where UQI.getData is located, as analyzing the cross-method pipeline
(interprocedural analysis) is time-consuming and less accurate.
With the help of static analysis, PrivacyStream DFGs can be exposed before installing the app, enabling a
number of useful scenarios. For example, auditors can assess the privacy risk level of an app based on the statically
extracted PrivacyStream DFG and potentially assign them privacy grades [32]. The DFG can also be used by app
markets to generate a description for end-users, helping them understand the granularity of data used in the app
apriori.

5 PROGRAMMING INTERFACE OF PRIVACYSTREAMS
5.1 Unified Data Format and Unified Query Interface
The basic data types in PrivacyStreams are Stream and Item. Stream is the data structure being produced,
transformed and output in a PrivacyStream pipeline. A Stream is a sequence of Items while an Item represents a
personal data item (e.g. location item, audio record, image, etc.). The two types of streams in PrivacyStreams are
MStream (short for multi-item stream, e.g. location updates, call logs, etc.) and SStream (short for single-item
stream, e.g. current location, audio record, etc.).
App developers can use a uniform query interface (UQI) to create a PrivacyStream pipeline. The template of
how to create a pipeline with UQI is as follows:
U QI .дetData(Provider, Purpose)[.trans f orm(T rans f ormation)]∗ .output(Action)
Specifically, UQI.getData(Provider, Purpose) declares the data source (Provider) and the purpose of the data
access. UQI.getData() returns a stream, and the stream is transformed with several Transformations and output
with an Action.
We designed the Purpose parameter to enable and directly motivate app developers to specify the purpose of
data use. The purpose information can help end-users better understand privacy [32] and is not easy to analyze
[37, 51]. Such design would make it much easier to get the purpose information, although it is just a placeholder
currently and we haven’t done anything with it.

5.2

Pipeline Functions

Pipeline functions, including Providers, Transformations, and Actions, directly deal with Streams. Table 2 shows
some examples of pipeline functions. For example, Call.getLogs() is a Provider that produces a MStream,
filter() is a Transformation that converts a MStream to another MStream, and forEach() is an Action that
outputs a MStream in callbacks.
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Table 2. Examples of pipeline functions in PrivacyStreams. The second column is the input and output types of the function
and the third column is the signature (name and parameters) of the function. A function parameter can be an item field
name (e.g. f ieldN ame, newFieldN ame, etc.), a constant value (e.g. milliseconds, index, etc.), an operator (e.g. f I t em7→Bool ,
f I t em7→I t em , etc.) or a callback (e.g. Callback I t em , CallbackT V alue ). The subscripts of operators and callbacks are the input
and output types, where TV alue represents the generic type of a field value in an item. Note that this table only contains a
subset of functions, and the full list of functions can be found in the API documentation [39].

Function Set
Providers

Input 7→ Output
Null 7→ MStream
Null 7→ SStream
Transformations MStream 7→ MStream

MStream 7→ SStream

Actions

SStream 7→ MStream
SStream 7→ SStream
MStream 7→ V oid
MStream 7→ List I t em
MStream 7→ ListT V alue
SStream 7→ V oid
SStream →
7 Item
SStream →
7 TV alue

5.3

Name (Parameters)
Call.getLogs(), Geolocation.asUpdates()
Audio.record(), Geolocation.asCurrent()
filter/limit (f I t em7→Bool )
timeout (milliseconds)
sortBy (f ieldN ame)
mapEachItem (f I t em7→I t em )
groupBy/localGroupBy (f ieldN ame)
ungroup (listFieldN ame, newFieldN ame)
getItemAt (index), getFirst ()
select (f I t ems7→I t em )
reduce (f I t em, I t em7→I t em )
ungroup (listFieldN ame, newFieldN ame)
mapItem (f I t em7→I t em )
forEach/onChange/ifPresent (Callback I t em )
forEach/onChange/ifPresent (f ieldN ame, CallbackT V alue )
asList ()
asList (f ieldN ame)
ifPresent (Callback I t em )
ifPresent (f ieldN ame, CallbackT V alue )
asItem ()
getField (f ieldN ame)

Built-in Operators

Operators are also functions, but unlike pipeline functions that directly deal with Streams, operators usually deal
with Items and field values.
We provide a lot of built-in operators based on common use cases in market apps (as described in Section 3).
There are mainly two types of operators, including common operators that deal with general types of data
and domain-specific operators that are designed for certain types of data or operations. Specifically, there are
some operators tailored for privacy-preserving operations. This section will introduce each group of operators
respectively.
5.3.1 Common operators. Table 3 shows some examples of common operators. For example, eq operator takes
an item as the input and a boolean value as the output, and eq("x", 1) returns true if the “x” field of the input
item equals 1. By passing eq("x", 1) operator to filter() (a Transformation function), it will keep the items
whose “x” field equals 1.
Sometimes nested functions might appear redundant, thus we wrap some common combinations of functions
to one function for simplicity. For example, .filter(eq("x", 1)) can be simplified as .filter("x", 1) and
.mapEachItem(setField("y", ...)) can be simplified as .setField("y", 1).
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Table 3. Examples of common operators in PrivacyStreams. The operators are normally passed to pipeline functions (as
shown in Table 2) as parameters.

Input 7→ Output Name (Parameters)
Item 7→ Item
setField (newFieldN ame, f I t em7→T V alue )
setGroupField (newFieldN ame, f I t ems7→T V alue )
project (f ieldN ame1, f ieldN ame2, ...)
Item 7→ TV alue
getField (f ieldN ame)
Items 7→ Item
getItemWithMax/getItemWithMin (numFieldN ame)
Items 7→ Bool
checkAll/checkExist (f I t em7→Bool )
Items 7→ Num
count (), max/min/average/range/... (numFieldN ame)
Items 7→ Strinд
longest/shortest/concat/... (strinдFieldN ame)
Items 7→ List
union/intersaction/... (listFieldN ame)
Item 7→ Bool
eq/ne/gt/lt/contains/... (f ieldN ame,TV alue)
Item 7→ Num
add/sub/mul/div/mod (numFieldN ame1, numFieldN ame2)
Item 7→ Strinд
subStr (strinдFieldN ame, startIndex, lenдth)
...
...
Table 4. Examples of functions (Providers and operators) in location package (one of the domain-specific packages in
PrivacyStreams). Developers can use these functions together with basic functions to access and process location data.
Similar to the location package, there are many other domain-specific packages (audio, image, message, sensor, etc.) in
PrivacyStreams.

Function Set
Location Providers

Input 7→ Output
Null 7→ SStream
Null 7→ MStream
Location Operators Item 7→ Bool
Item →
7 LatLon
Item →
7 Double
...

Name (Parameters)
asLastKnown (level), asCurrent (level)
asUpdates (f requency, level)
inCircle (latLonFieldN ame, latc , lonc , r )
inSquare (latLonFieldN ame, lat1, lon1, lat2, lon2)
distort (latLonFieldN ame, distortDistance)
distanceBetween (latLonFieldN ame, LatLon)
...

5.3.2 Domain-Specific Packages. Domain-specific packages mainly consist of two types of functions, including
Providers that are designed to support various types of personal data and operators that are designed to support
more types of operations.
Currently, we have implemented several packages for common data types (file, location, etc.) and certain types
of operations (I/O, audio processing, etc.). Table 4 shows some examples of functions in the location package. With
the location package, an app is able to access location data with Providers such as asLastKnown(), asUpdates(),
etc. It can also process location items using location-specific operators such as inCircle(), distort(), etc. More
complex operations (signal processing, machine learning, etc.) have not been implemented yet, as they are rarely
used in market apps.
5.3.3 Privacy-Preserving Operators. Among all kinds of operators, there are privacy-preserving operators
designed to nudge app developers into considering preserving user privacy. Research has shown that a key
reason for many apps being privacy-invasive is developers’ lack of awareness and knowledge of user privacy [5].
Developers can be nudged into preserving users’ privacy by offering privacy-preserving APIs [24].
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Table 5. Examples of privacy-preserving operators in PrivacyStreams. Developers can use these operators to easily integrate
privacy-preserving features in their apps.

Data type Input 7→ Output
Number
Item 7→ Number
String
Item →
7 Strinд
Location

Item 7→ LatLon

Audio

Item
Item
Item
Item
...

Image
...

7→ Num
7 Bool
→
7→ Bool
7→ ImaдeData

Name (Parameters)
roundUp/roundDown (numFieldN ame, numStep)
md5/sha1/sha256 (strinдFieldN ame)
elide (strinдFieldN ame, index, lenдth)
distort (latLonFieldN ame, distortDistance)
inCircle (latLonFieldN ame, latc , lonc , r )
calcLoudness (audioFieldN ame)
hasHumanVoice (audioFieldN ame)
hasFace/hasCharacter (imaдeFieldN ame)
blur (imaдeFieldN ame)
...

Table 5 shows some privacy-preserving operators for different kinds of data. For example, if a developer
wants to collect users’ message history with each contact while do not have to know each contact’s identity, he
or she can use the elide() operator as a parameter of setField() to get the elided phone numbers (such as
“xxx-xxx-1234”) instead of the original phone numbers. If an app is to provide local information in a city, it can
use the inCircle() operator as the parameter of filter() to exclude the location items out of the city. There is
no clear boundary between privacy-preserving operators and other operators, as some normal operators (such as
project(), count(), etc.) can also reduce the data sensitivity, thereby reducing privacy concerns.

5.4

Support for Debugging and Testing

PrivacyStreams is compatible with existing debug and test frameworks, thus traditional methods and test suites
can still be used in PrivacyStreams. In addition, PrivacyStreams provides several easy-to-use methods tailored for
debugging and testing personal data streams. For example, developers can use logAs() function to instrument
any intermediate step in a pipeline for debugging. They can also use recordAs() and replay() functions to
record streams from real data sources and replay the streams for testing. Details about the debugging and testing
support can be found in our API documentation [39].

6

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a prototype of PrivacyStreams in Android, including a library for developers to use PrivacyStreams
in their apps and a static analyzer for auditors and app markets to analyze the apps developed with PrivacyStreams.
Both the library and the static analyzer are available online. 2
App developers can simply import the library into their Android projects to use PrivacyStreams APIs. At the
time of writing of this paper, our library supports many common data types (including location, motion/environment sensors, contact, call log, messages, notification, browser event, etc.) and common operators related to
these types of data. Our library is available as open-source software and more types of data and operations can
be further added by either the authors or other contributors.
The static analyzer is implemented based on Soot [48]. The analyzer adopts the algorithm described in
Section 4.3 to extract PrivacyStream DFGs from Android APKs (the bytecode of Android apps), which can
describe how personal data is processed and what granularity of data is actually accessed. In order to guarantee
the integrity of the results of the analysis, the analyzer also performs checks to ensure that the app only uses
2 https://github.com/PrivacyStreams/PrivacyStreams
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Table 6. The programming tasks used in the lab study. These tasks were crafted based on common use cases in popular
market apps. In the study, participants were given a detailed task description including the use case, the expected output
format, and a sample output. The code of UI was already given, thus participants only needed to fill a method body related
to personal data, although they were allowed to add methods and classes.

Task ID Task description
Task 1 Getting a list of email addresses of all contacts on the device. This task is common in social
apps when they try to find friends based on the address book.
Task 2 Getting last known location. This task is common in location-based apps, such as an app that
checks local weather information or searches nearby restaurants.
Task 3 Waiting for an SMS message from a given phone number and getting a 6-digit code in the
message content. This feature is commonly used for two-factor authentication.
Task 4 Getting a list of local images on the device. This task is common in photo browsers and
photo-editing apps.
Task 5 Monitoring location and getting notified when entering or exiting a given region (geofencing).
This task is common in navigation apps and some location-based games.
PrivacyStreams to access personal data (by scanning all Android APIs used in the app) and the PrivacyStreams
library packaged in the app is not modified from the original version (by comparing the library code structure
with the original version).
With the static app analyzer, an auditor can directly assess privacy risk of Android apps, and the operators
of an app market can generate privacy-related descriptions for apps to help users. We also implemented a
proof-of-concept privacy description generator based on the analyzer, in order to help end-users understand the
granularities of data used in their apps. It also has the potential to automatically generate more sophisticated
descriptions (such as privacy policies).

7

EVALUATION

We evaluated PrivacyStreams by primarily looking at two aspects:
• Is PrivacyStreams easy to use for app developers? Specifically, is PrivacyStreams faster and easier to
use than the standard Android APIs for common use cases? Also, what kinds of subjective feedback do
developers give?
• Does PrivacyStreams lead to any privacy benefits? Specifically, is it feasible and accurate to extract the
data processing steps from an app developed with PrivacyStreams and generate privacy descriptions based
on it?
To answer these questions, we conducted two user studies, including a lab study and a free-form field study, and
ran experiments on the apps developed in these studies. Both studies were conducted primarily at our university,
with the study approved by our university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).

7.1

Lab Study

The goal of the lab study is to evaluate whether PrivacyStreams is faster and easier to use than the standard
Android APIs for common use cases. In addition, we wanted to collect subjective feedback from developers about
their usage of PrivacyStreams.
7.1.1 Study setup. We recruited 10 Android developers to come to our lab and complete programming tasks
involving personal data. As shown in Table 6, we have five tasks crafted based on common use cases of popular
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apps. The study used a within-subjects design, where participants used both the standard Android APIs and
PrivacyStreams.
Participants in this study were students with Android development experience recruited from our campus.
Originally we recruited 12 participants but excluded 2 of them due to lack of Android experience. Thus, in total,
we had 10 participants with at least 3 months of Android development experience. We paid each participant 30
dollars plus a 0-10 dollar bonus according to the quality of completion (speed, correctness, etc.).
Participants were asked to come to our lab. We gave them a desktop computer with necessary development
environment (Android Studio, emulator, browser, etc.) set up. The computer was also instrumented to record the
screen during the tasks.
The study took about 100 minutes for each participant, including two 50-minute sessions. After a quick briefing
about the study purpose and payment, we randomly assigned each participant an ID from 1A to 5A and 1P to
5P. The number (1 to 5) in the ID represents which task he/she needs to complete first and the letter (A or P)
represents which group of APIs (Android or PrivacyStreams) to use in the first session. For example, participant
3A was asked to complete task 3 using Android APIs in the first session, then complete task 3 again using
PrivacyStreams in the second session. The participants were randomly assigned other extra tasks if they complete
the first task earlier.
Each session included a 10-minute walk-through, a 35-minute programming period, and a 5-minute debriefing.
The walk-through was to help participants become familiar with PrivacyStreamsor refresh on Android APIs by
guiding them through a warm-up task (getting loudness periodically). In the programming period, participants
were asked to complete the assigned tasks. They were free to search the Internet for documentation and solutions.
For a fairer comparison, we did not require the participants to request permissions at runtime using Android
standard APIs, as PrivacyStreams automatically requests and handles runtime permissions. In the debriefing
period, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire and take a semi-structured interview about their
experiences in the session.
7.1.2 Programming efficiency and correctness. The results of the lab study are shown in Table 7. Overall, most
participants spent less time (average of 17.8 vs. 25.6 minutes) and used less code (9.2 vs. 26.1 lines of code)
for completing the tasks using PrivacyStreams than using the standard Android APIs. Developers were able to
complete one extra task with PrivacyStreams on average, while no one was able to complete an extra task with
Android standard APIs. Meanwhile, the code written with PrivacyStreams introduced fewer errors.
Among the 10 participants, one participant (4A) failed to complete the task with Android standard APIs.
According to our interview, he had not used Android for a long time although he had 3 years of experience before.
One participant (4P) completed the task faster using Android APIs (32 min) than using PrivacyStreams (34 min),
because he spent too much time on locating the documentation. Three participants (1P, 5A, 5P) tried to request
permissions at runtime using Android standard APIs although it is not required. We exclude the time spent and
code used for that in our result.
We manually checked the participants’ code and found two types of errors, including:
• E1 – Corner cases not considered. 4 participants in Android and 1 participant in PrivacyStreams missed
some corner cases. For example, 2A and 2P didn’t consider the case if last known location is unavailable.
3A and 3P directly tried to get a substring of the message before checking the message length.
• E2 – Resource not released. 5 participants forgot to release the resource after getting the data using
Android APIs. For example, 1A, 1P and 4P didn’t close the cursor after querying the database. 3A and 3P
didn’t stop the SMS broadcast receiver after getting the needed message. The main reason for such errors
was that they copied the incorrect or inappropriate code from the Internet.
PrivacyStreams was able to avoid E2 automatically as it hides these technical details internally. It also made the
program logic clearer so that developers noticed E1 errors more easily.
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Table 7. The result of task completion in the lab study. Each row in the table represents a participant. The first column is the
participant ID representing the first task ID and order of API groups for the participant. For example, participant 2P was
asked to complete task 2 using PrivacyStreams in the first session, then complete task 2 again using Android standard APIs
in the second session. The extra tasks after the first were randomly assigned. The “Time” column is the duration of time
(in minutes) spent by the participant on the first task. The “LOC” column is the number of lines of code used for the first
task (only Java code was counted, and each pipeline function (filter, asList, etc.) in PrivacyStreams was counted as a new
line even though it was not an actual new line). The “Errors” column represents the types of issues found in the code. E1 is
“corner cases not considered” and E2 is “resource not released”. The “Extra” column is the IDs of extra tasks completed after
the first task (T1, T2, ... are short for Task 1, Task 2, ...). The “Using Android APIs” columns for 4A are empty because the
participant failed to complete the given task using Android standard APIs. The result shows that developers can complete
tasks more efficiently and correctly with PrivacyStreams.

1A
1P
2A
2P
3A
3P
4A
4P
5A
5P
Average

# Years Experience
Java
Android
5
3
4
1.5
3
0.3
3
2
1
0.5
2
1.5
4
3
4
3
5
2.5
5
3
3.6
2.0

Using Android APIs
Time LOC Errors Extra
25
41 E2
15
32 E2
24
9 E1
21
10 E1
34
35 E1, E2 35
36 E1, E2 - 32
17 E2
27
30
17
25
25.6 26.1
0

Using PrivacyStreams
Time LOC Errors Extra
16
9
T3, T4
8
7
T2
8
8
T5, T1
9
9
T4
23
9 E1
T3
27
14
28
7
34
12
12
9
T2
13
8
T1, T4
17.8
9.2
1

Table 8. Performance of using PrivacyStreams to complete the tasks (as shown in Table 6) as the first task and as an extra
task. Each cell contains the count of completions, followed by the average time spent for each completion. The result shows
that developers can complete extra tasks quickly after getting familiar with the APIs in the first task.

Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5
Overall

As the first task As an extra task
2 (12.0)
2 (7.5)
2 (8.5)
2 (10.5)
2 (25.0)
1 (11.0)
2 (31.0)
4 (7.3)
2 (12.5)
1 (11.0)
10 (17.8)
10 (8.7)

Our results also suggest that PrivacyStreams is easy to learn. We only gave participants a 10-minute tutorial
for them to learn the PrivacyStreams APIs. Despite this short amount of time, developers were more efficient in
completing the tasks compared with using standard Android APIs. Meanwhile, after completing the first task,
they became even more efficient on the extra tasks. As shown in Table 8, the average time spent on an extra task
is 8.7 minutes, which is much shorter than the first task. The reasons may include (1) the developers had a better
understanding of the APIs after completing the first task, and (2) PrivacyStreams uses a set of uniform APIs for
different data types, making it easy to migrate from one data type to another. Based on these results, we believe
developers can learn PrivacyStreams APIs quickly in real-world scenarios.
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Table 9. Subjective feedback collected from questionnaires in the lab study. The five columns are the five usability characteristics we wanted to evaluate. Each participant was asked to give a rating for each characteristic, and each rating is an integer
in a Likert scale of 1 to 7 indicating the level of satisfaction with the characteristic, with the median and the interquartile
range (IQR) shown. We compared the two sets of ratings for Android standard APIs and PrivacyStreams with a two-tailed
Mann-Whitney U test, and the “p-value” column is the possibility to accept the NULL hypothesis (i.e. there is no significant
difference between two samples). If the p-value is less than 0.05, then the NULL hypothesis is rejected, meaning there is a
significant difference between the two set of ratings. The result shows that PrivacyStreams is generally better than Android
standard APIs in most usability aspects with a significant difference.

Android APIs
PrivacyStreams
p-value

Median
IQR
Median
IQR

Simplicity Learnability Productivity Debug and test Maintainability
5
4.5
4
4
4
4-5
3-6
3.5 - 4
3 - 4.5
4 - 4.5
6
6
6.5
6
6.5
5.25 - 6.75
4.25 - 6
6-7
4.5 - 6
5-7
0.02088
0.25848
0.00152
0.02320
0.00736

7.1.3 Subjective feedback. In order to understand what developers thought of PrivacyStreams, we solicited
feedback through a post-study questionnaire and a short exit interview. The questionnaires and interviews probed
five usability characteristics: simplicity in completing the tasks, ease of learning, productivity, ease to debug and
test, and ease in maintaining the code.
Participants were given some statements related to the characteristics for each API. For example, the statement
“The tasks were easy to complete with Android APIs” is related to simplicity. “I can become productive quickly
with PrivacyStreams” is related to productivity, etc. We let participants rate their levels of agreement with each
statement on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The results are shown in
Table 9.
Overall, developers were more positive with using PrivacyStreams compared to using Android standard APIs.
PrivacyStreams obtained a higher median for all five characteristics. A Mann-Whitney U test showed statistically
significant differences for simplicity, productivity, debug and test, and maintainability (p-value < 0.05). However,
there was no statistically significant difference in learnability. One possible explanation is that we only gave a
10-minute tutorial to our users to learn our APIs. Most participants (7/10) mentioned the difficulty to get familiar
with the APIs in such a limited time. However, as mentioned earlier, despite this short learning period, our results
show that these developers were still able to complete the tasks successfully and faster using PrivacyStreams.
We also received helpful feedback from our post-study interviews. For example, as PrivacyStreams uses weak
types for item field values, two participants suggested an IDE plug-in that supports automated type inference, so
that developers do not have to manually check the documentation to determine the type of fields. Two participants
suggested adding support for connecting PrivacyStreams with other stream frameworks (e.g. Java 8 Streams [47]
and RxJava [41]) for even better utility.

7.2

Field Study

The goal of the field study was to evaluate the utility and usability of PrivacyStreams with respect to real apps.
7.2.1 Study setup. We recruited 5 experienced Android developers to develop Android apps with PrivacyStreams
for this study. One of them was recruited online (by contacting the email address found on GitHub) and the
others were from our campus. All of them have at least 2 years of Android development experience, and 3 of
them have released apps on Google Play or created open-source apps with more than 1,000 stars on GitHub. We
paid each participant 70 dollars upon successfully completing the task.
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Table 10. The number of lines of Java code modified (including removed and added, in the “Modified LOC” column) to
develop apps with PrivacyStreams, and the total number of lines of Java code (in the “Total LOC” column) in the developed
apps.

App
Speedometer
Lock screen app
Weather app
Sleep monitor
Album app

Modified LOC Total LOC
-0 +43
43
-41 +16
239
-35 +19
795
-21 +21
15,887
-86 +55
33,453

Source code link
https://github.com/PrivacyStreams/speedometer
https://github.com/PrivacyStreams/lastcaller
https://github.com/PrivacyStreams/rex-weather
https://github.com/PrivacyStreams/sleepminder
https://github.com/PrivacyStreams/Album

We selected 5 apps as the tasks (one app for one participant) by searching on GitHub for Android apps,
including an album app (accessing local image files and camera), a sleep monitor (accessing microphone), a
weather app (accessing location), a speedometer (accessing GPS), a lock-screen app that shows call log on the
screen (accessing call log). The speedometer was developed from scratch, while the other apps were rewritten
from existing open-source apps. Participants were asked to only focus on the personal data processing part and
were allowed to simplify other parts (e.g. UI, network, etc.) or reuse from the original apps.
Participants were briefed about the study through e-mail and then assigned a task (the app to develop). They
were given sufficient time (2 weeks) to complete the tasks. During the tasks, they were allowed to ask any
questions over email. After successfully completing the tasks, they were asked to upload the source code. We
also collected subjective feedback over email.
7.2.2 Programming effort. Table 10 shows the list of apps developed with PrivacyStreams. Most of them only
need to modify less than 100 lines of code to fit into PrivacyStreams. For the rewritten apps, using PrivacyStreams
can reduce the lines of source code (more code can be removed if we recursively delete the methods and classes
used in the deleted code).
7.2.3 Subjective feedback. In this section, we highlight some of the qualitative results and lessons learned from
the interview. Most developers reported that PrivacyStreams was easy to install and easy to use. Particularly, one
developer praised the automated runtime permission mechanism. Another liked the uniform APIs for personal
data that was originally difficult to access using Android standard APIs. A third developer liked the functional
programming model that aligns with the idea of reactive programming [41], which is widely used in market apps.
However, there were some aspects of PrivacyStreams that can potentially be improved. One developer was
worried about the difficulty to rewrite a large-sized app (for instance, a navigation app that accesses lowlevel information, such as the events of location provider changed, the events of accuracy changed, etc.), as
PrivacyStreams omitted some low-level data for simplicity. We may need to conduct more common use cases
to decide what kind of data can be omitted. Two developers complained about the lack of examples, and two
developers had found bugs in the PrivacyStreams source code (which have been fixed). Both the documentation
and the library need several iterations before an official release.
7.2.4 Runtime performance. We compared the runtime performance of the apps rewritten using PrivacyStreams
with the original versions by running them both for an hour. There was no noticeable difference on latency and
battery lifetime as expected since the personal data processing component of the apps are a small fraction of the
entire app.
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Table 11. The performance of static analysis for the apps developed with PrivacyStreams. The “Time spent” column is the
time spent by the analyzer to extract PrivacyStream DFGs from the APK, and the “Generated description” column is the
privacy descriptions generated based on the extracted PrivacyStream DFGs.

App
Speedometer
Lock screen app
Weather app
Sleep monitor
Album app

7.3

Time spent (s) Generated description
12.17 This app requests LOCATION permission to get the speed continuously.
2.94 This app requests CALL_LOG permission to get the last missed call.
14.72 This app requests LOCATION permission to get the city-level location.
13.03 This app requests MICROPHONE permission to get how loud it is.
14.36 This app requests STORAGE permission to get all local images.

Support for Privacy

The goal of this study is to evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of PrivacyStream DFG analysis and privacy
description generation for apps developed with PrivacyStreams.
7.3.1 Study setup. We used the 5 apps developed in the field study for analysis. Our analysis included a
PrivacyStream DFG extraction step as described in Section 4.3 and a proof-of-concept description generation
step. The analysis was performed on a MacBook Pro with a 2.3 GHz Intel i7 processor and a 16 GB RAM, and the
operating system was MacOS Sierra 10.12.4.
7.3.2 PrivacyStream DFG extraction. We applied the Android static analyzer on the apps developed with
PrivacyStreams. As shown in Table 11, all five apps can be analyzed, and we can extract detailed steps of data
processing (i.e. PrivacyStream DFG) within 15 seconds. Note that the time spent for analysis was not correlated
with the number of source lines of code shown in Table 10 because the actual sizes of apps were influenced by
the third-party libraries used in the apps. For example, the analysis for the lock screen app was fast because it did
not use any heavy-weight third party libraries. Based on a manual assessment on the analysis result, all of the
extracted PrivacyStream DFGs precisely described the personal data processing steps.
7.3.3 Generating privacy descriptions. Privacy description generation is not the main contribution in this
paper. Here we only describe the implementation of a simple rule-based prototype to show its feasibility.
The description generator was designed to describe the permissions used in a PrivacyStreams app. The format
we used to generate permission descriptions is “This app requests WHAT_PERMISSION to get WHAT_DATA”,
where WHAT_PERMISSION is the Android permission needed to access the data and WHAT_DATA is the data
actually accessed by the app. WHAT_PERMISSION can be inferred from the provider, and WHAT_DATA is
inferred based on the transformations in PrivacyStream DFG. For example, the lock screen app contains the
following code:
1
2
3
4
5

UQI . getData ( Call . getLogs () , Purpose . UTILITY ( " showing on lock screen " ) ) // get call logs
. filter ( Call . TYPE , " missed " ) // only keep the items whose TYPE is " missed "
. sortBy ( Call . TIMESTAMP ) // sort the items by TIMESTAMP field , in ascending order
. reverse () // reverse the items , the new stream is in descending order of TIMESTAMP
. getFirst () // get the first item , i . e . the call log with largest TIMESTAMP

It is easy to determine that the requested permission is “CALL_LOG” based on the provider (Call.getLogs()).
The text for WHAT_DATA is transformed along the pipeline. Specifically, the initial WHAT_DATA text is “all
calls” in the first line, meaning the first line gets all call logs. Then it is transformed to “all missed calls” after
the second line, as the second line only keeps the calls whose TYPE is “missed”. Then the text is transformed to
“the last missed call” after line 3-5, as the pipeline selects an item with the largest TIMESTAMP (i.e. last). Finally,
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combining the text for WHAT_PERMISSION and WHAT_DATA, the privacy description is generated as “This
app request CALL_LOG permission to get the last missed call”.
Table 10 shows the generated descriptions for the five apps. We did not evaluate the user’s attitude towards these
descriptions, which is not the main focus of this paper. However, we believe these descriptions with granularity
information can help users better understand privacy, as compared to the situation without PrivacyStreams,
where users can only see what permissions are used in an app. Further evaluation will be performed in our future
work.

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Design Considerations
In this section, we highlight several considerations about why we adopt current design instead of other alternatives.
Why functional programming model? There might be alternative approaches that can also achieve transparency, such as an imperative programming model with a lot of fine-grained APIs offering different levels of data.
We choose a functional programming model mainly because of two reasons. First, a functional programming
model can centralize the data processing steps and reduce external states, making it easier to analyze. Second,
functional programming is widely used in data processing domain (Spark [57], LINQ [8], etc.) and is becoming
popular on mobile platforms (ReactiveX [41], Java 8 Streams [47]), which demonstrates its convenience for
developers.
Why generalizing non-stream data as stream? We used a uniform class (Stream) to represent all kinds of
personal data. Such design may lead to a little confusion for developers as some types of data (such as the current
location or an audio record) are not a stream. We generalize all types of data mainly for ease of use, as developers
can use the same set of operations for different kinds of personal data. Moreover, developers often will not see
the Stream class abstraction as they only need to use the functions to create a pipeline.

8.2

Limitations

This section lists a few of limitations of PrivacyStreams.
Some complex use cases are not covered. There are some use cases that are not covered by PrivacyStreams
currently. For instance, if an app uses machine learning on raw data to infer context, although the context
information accessed by the app is not at the finest granularity, PrivacyStreams is unable to disclose the granularity
as the operations are not supported by the library. We plan to add more data types and operators (e.g. machine
learning algorithms) to PrivacyStreams in order to support more complex use cases. However, considering that
most apps in the app store do not use such complex operations on personal data, we believe PrivacyStreams is
able to cover a lot of use cases.
Third-party libraries may access personal data. Some apps may include third-party libraries that access
personal data using Android standard APIs. PrivacyStreams cannot analyze how the libraries use the data because
it requires the data being accessed and processed using PrivacyStreams APIs. One solution is to identify the
third-party libraries and analyze the app and libraries separately. Another solution, although not immediately
applicable, is to require all third-party libraries be developed with PrivacyStreams APIs.
Code obfuscation may bypass static analysis. Our static analyzer did not consider code obfuscation,
which is a technique used in released apps to minify app size and protect apps from reverse-engineering. With
code obfuscation, the identifiers and control flow may be modified and even hidden from the source code,
making the analyzer hard to extract data processing steps and verify that personal data is only accessed through
PrivacyStreams. One solution to address this issue is to deobfuscate the app based on the code structure that
cannot be obfuscated. Currently, developers can enable static analysis by keeping the PrivacyStreams library
unobfuscated in their apps.
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Future Work

Besides addressing the limitations, we also plan to explore the following directions in the future.
How to generate better privacy descriptions for end-users. We implemented a simple rule-based privacy
description generator based on PrivacyStreams data flow graph, which can generate simple sentences to describe
what granularities of data are accessed. We believe that the PrivacyStreams DFG can be used to generate more
detailed and easier-to-understand description or visualization for end-users.
How to make use of the purposes given by developers. PrivacyStreams adopts a “purpose” parameter in
API design, in order to enable and motivate developers to explain the purpose of data use. It is just a placeholder
currently, and we have not done anything with it yet. However, we believe that the “purpose” parameter can help
with some interesting applications in the future, such as generating privacy policies and verifying the purpose
given by developers against the actual behavior written in the code.

9 RELATED WORK
9.1 Privacy-Aware APIs and Languages
Many frameworks have been designed to preserve privacy in apps by offering new APIs or programming
languages. One of the main concepts of such frameworks is letting apps access locally-computed high-level results
instead of raw data. For example, RePriv [20] and MoRePriv [12] propose a platform for app personalization,
where apps can use platform APIs to access user’s personalities instead of accessing the raw data and inferring
on their own. Similarly, openPDS/SafeAnswers [13] introduces a personal data store that allows applications ask
questions about the data (by sending the code to be run against the data) and the answer will be sent back to
them. Unlike RePriv and MoRePriv that only support a specific type of data (users’ personalities) and openPDS
that requires data stored in their database, PrivacyStreams is a more general approach as it allows apps access
various types of personal data directly from the system.
Another main concept of such APIs and languages is to make apps easier to audit by improving the transparency
of personal data processing. Yang et al. introduce a new language named Jeeves [55] that is able to enforce
privacy policies (eg. only Alice can see my location) automatically. Ernst et al. [17] propose a type system for
Android, in which app developers can annotate their code to expose information flow. We also focus on improving
transparency in personal data processing, however, we don’t need developers to put extra efforts on privacy
(such as writing privacy policies and annotating code), instead, we make it easier for developers to make use of
personal data.

9.2

Easing Developers’ Efforts on Personal Data Accessing and Processing

There are many approaches proposed to make it easier for developers to access and process personal data.
For example, Funf [2] and AWARE [19] can help developing mobile data collection apps and context-sensing
apps. They offer a framework that continuously collects all kinds of raw data into a local database so that
developers can read data from the database directly. Senergy [26], Li et al. [29] and PADA [34] aim to assist
developing energy-aware apps. The Context Toolkit [43] and Google Awareness API make it easier to develop
context-aware applications. Epistenet [11] facilitate the access and processing of semantically related personal
data. PrivacyStreams can also ease app developers’ efforts, but its main focus is the privacy aspect.

9.3

Analyzing Apps for Privacy-Related Properties

Many approaches have been proposed to analyze mobile apps for permission use and privacy. Some of them
analyze code to understand the information flow in apps. Main techniques in such approaches include static
data flow analysis [3, 22] and dynamic taint tracking [16, 46]. However, static analysis is hard to capture the
information flow under the pressure of code complexity, such as inter-process communication, implicit flows,
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aliases, obfuscations, etc. Dynamic analysis often requires to run apps manually or using an automated input
generator [30], which either suffer from poor scalability or low code coverage. Some other approaches analyze
non-code resources to understand the purpose of personal data use. The resources can be the text descriptions in
the app market [37, 40], the textual information in app code [51], and the user interface [23, 28]. The effectiveness
of such approaches highly depends on the quality of these resources, and there is no guarantee that these resources
can correctly reflect apps’ actual behaviors. PrivacyStreams also uses code analysis to disclose what granularity
of data is accessed and how it is processed in mobile apps. However, PrivacyStreams uses a new set of APIs for
personal data to make the code much easier to analyze.

9.4

Data Processing and Functional Programming

Many data processing tools and frameworks adopt a functional programming model. The widely-used text
processing tools in Unix, sed and AWK, are early examples of data-driven programming, which is similar to
functional programming as its code describes the processing required rather than defining a sequence of steps to be
taken. In the era of cloud computing and big data, many large-scale data processing frameworks emerge. The most
influential ones of them, Hadoop MapReduce [14] and Apache Spark [57], adopt a functional programming model.
Functional programming is becoming popular in more areas and platforms. LINQ [8] and Java 8 Streams [47]
provide functional programming models to query and process data in .NET and Java respectively. ReactiveX [41],
an popular cross-platform API for asynchronous programming, also uses a functional programming model. The
popularity of these frameworks demonstrates the benefits of using functional programming for data processing,
which partly inspires PrivacyStreams. However, PrivacyStreams is different from existing frameworks because it
is tailored for personal data on mobile devices, where privacy is important.

10

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents PrivacyStreams, a framework for enabling transparency in personal data processing for
mobile apps. PrivacyStreams offers a functional programming model with a set of uniform APIs, which allow
auditors and end-users to better understand the privacy implications of mobile apps through exposing the
detailed processing steps and data granularity of personal data accesses. Meanwhile, PrivacyStreams can also
ease developers’ programming efforts on dealing with personal data in their apps.
Currently, PrivacyStreams is implemented for Android, including a library for app developers and a static
analyzer for auditors and app markets. Based on lab and field studies, we demonstrate that PrivacyStreams API
is easy for developers to use when compared to the existing standard Android API. Through experiments on
the apps developed with PrivacyStreams, we show that the static analyzer can extract detailed steps of data
processing accurately and efficiently, which could become an essential step toward better access control and
privacy protection for mobile sensitive data.
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